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PROGRAM

Night Drive and Neon Dream ........................................... Colin I. Nossek (b. 1999)

The Space Between Lovers ............................................. Colin I. Nossek (b. 1999)

Gabby Cioca, viola

Solitudes ........................................................................... Colin I. Nossek (b. 1999)

I. Andromeda Fragments
II. Seafarer

Mathew Lanning, piano

Automata ........................................................................ Colin I. Nossek (b. 1999)

Dr. Jackie Glazier, clarinet

Dream States. ..................................................................... Colin I. Nossek (b. 1999)

I. The sound of rain on asphalt gives way to a deep slumber
II. Those trees whose voices can be heard beneath a moonlit pool
III. A fiddler in the desert plays for an audience of dancing sparrows

The Vulpes Wind Quintet
Kaiissy Yau, flute
Jackson Lively, oboe
Colin I. Nossek, clarinet
Diego Abeytia, horn
Ian Tan, bassoon

Colin I. Nossek is a student of Prof. Yuanyuan (Kay) HE